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The north and south polar regions are distinguished by
their dissimilarities rather than by any common character-
istics; therefore they are best understood in terms of their
contrasts. Indeed, I can think of but one worthwhile gen.
eraligetion that applies to both, namely, that both will play
more and more important roles in human affairs as the world
becnes more crowded and man's mobility increases.

Isaiah Boman once said that the Arctic is a hollow and
the Antarctic a hump, referring to the oceanic character of
the Arctic and the continental character of the Antarctic.
Antarctica, the highest and coldest of all the continents,
is the world's greatest desert and the only continent which
has never been the home of man, whereas the lands that fringe
the Arctic exhibit more than four hundred species of flower-
ing plants and a fauna which with the life of the sea supports
a sturdy native population.

Lawrence M. Gould, The Polar Regions
in Their Relation to Human Affairs,
New York, 1958, pp. 1
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The Bulletin of the United States Antarctic Pro-
jects Officer appears eight or nine times a
year. Its objective is to inform interested
organizations, groups, and individuals about
United States plans, programs, and activities.
Readers are invited to make any suggestions that
will enhance the attainment of this objective.

Material for this issue of the Bulletin was
abstracted from COMNAVSU pp 'OR, Antarctica,
news releases, The American Journal of Psy-
chiatry, the United States Navy Medical News
Letter, an article by George McCleary, Jr. sub-
mitted to the University of Wisconsin, a De-
partment of Defense Regulation, the Mariner's
Museum news release, The New York Times obitu-
aries column, CNSFA letter #4400-FF3/43, and
Navy Department news releases.

Greenwich Mean Time is used in the Bulletin un-
less otherwise noted. With the exception of the
inspection trip mentioned on page 23, no events
after 15 November appear in this issue of the
Bulletin.

All inquiries should be directed to the United
States Antarctic Projects Officer, 718 Jackson
Place, N.W., Washington 25, D.C. Telephone:
STerling 3-0860 9 extension 3795.
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MONTH IN REVIEW

From mid-October to mid-November, the aircraft seems to dominate
the Antarctic scene. With the ships somewhere over the horizon beat-
ing their way towards McMurdo Sound, airplanes shuttle back and forth
between Christchurch and the continent, bringing new personnel and
urgently needed cargo into the continent and taking out those who have
wintered-over. Still other flights distribute construotion workers to
various stations and place scientific parties in the field. An article
in this Bulletin explains some of those factors which go into the plan-
ning of an air support program.

Important as these activities are, they do not provide an editor
with much material except for what can be represented in a chronology.
Long before the end of the season, it will be possible to chronicle
many significant building projects which have added to the convrniienoe
and efficiency of existing stations. In early November, messages re-
port them as 5, 10, or even 20 per cent complete. These figures, when
added to occasional complaints about lack of equipment and inadequate
spare parts for that already on the scene, might lead to a feeling of
pessimism, if there were not the experience of previous years to show
that the SeaBees in the end overcome all obstacles and accomplish what
they sot out to do.

Right now, scientists are busy inmanyparts of Antarctica. All
of themwill add to the stock of human knowlege, and, if precedent holds,
some of them are on the way to startling discoveries. These things
will, of course, be recorded in the Bulletin as word of them becomes
available.

Actually, the period between the date that the aircraft begin
flying and the ships arrive is always a critical one. At a recent
meeting in Washington, reports in the press, somewhat exaggerated as
it turned out, of a shortage of heating oil at McMurdo Station were
being discussed. One veteran of several years experience merely shrug-
ged his shoulders. "Every year," he said, "we have to ration some kind
of fuel. One season we have an early streak of good flying weather,
and it becomes necessary to limit aircraft flights. If it's not one
thing, it's something else." Or, as Admiral Tyree once remarked when
queried as to whether things were going as expected, "it is not so
much precise schedules that we have in the Antarctic as it is objectives
which in the course of the season we achieve."

At the present, the programs, both scientific and logistic, are
progressing nicely. All indications are that the operation is on
schedule with no undue difficulties forseen at present.
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ADMIRALS IN ANTARCTICA

Admirals Tyree and Reedy returned to Christchurch from Antarctica
on Saturday, 20 October 1962. Admiral Tyree had been on the continent
since the first flight of the season in a VX-6 LC-130F Hercules on 16
September, the earliest to the ice since Operation DEEP FREEZE began.
Admiral Reedy flew to the ice on 9 October and, since then, both Admirals
have made extensive inspection tours of all the United States Antarctic
outposts except the South Pole Station itself, where temperatures have
been too cold for flights.

One of the first inspection trips was that of the joint New Zealand -
United States station at Cape Hallett. There Admiral Tyree reported he
was extremely pleased with the condition of the station, the work per-
formed during the winter, and finally oanmented that Hallett, with the
backdrop of the Admiralty Range Mountains, is one of the most beautiful
and inspiring sights in the world. Following their visit to Hallett,
they made a flight to the base of the Beardmore Glacier to visit the
simmer weather station and to make plans for replacing some of the fa.-
oilities there. They then flew into new Byrd Station bringing the first
mail and provisions for the wintering-over party at the new undersnow
city dedicated on 14 February of this year. On their return from Byrd
Station they stopped off at Little Rockford, the second weather station
in operation this season, and found facilities and equipment being made
ready for intensive summer operations.

While in the McMurdo area, Admiral Tyree remarked that he was very
pleased with work done during the winter period and that it was a credit
to the wintering-over party. On traveling the two miles over the pass
to New Zealand's Scott Base, Admiral Tyree found the traditional warm
welcome and friendliness of the leader, Mr. Athol Roberts, and members
of the Scott Base party. Back at McMurdo Station, an inspection of the
ice runway complex at Williams Field indicated a readiness for a full
capability of air operations during this year.. Commenting on scientific
support for the upcoming season, the Admiral was pleased to report that
each of the field parties is being flown both from Christchurch to Mo-
Murdo and from McMurdo out to the field as quickly as the parties are
organized.

RADM J. R. Reedy embarked in GLACIER on 1 November enroute to
McMurdo Station. RADM D. M. Tyree departed Christchurch in a C-1213 on
4 November, also enroute to McMurdo Station. Both Admirals returned to
Christchurch on 15 November. They will return to McMurdo on 18 November
and proceed to the South Pole Station for the change-of-oommand ceremony
scheduled for 26 November.



NAVY PSYCHIATRIC ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
IN THE ANTARCTIC

by

J. E. NARDINI, Capt. (MC) USN, R. S. HERFMANN, Cdr. (MSC) USN,
and J. E. RASMUSSEN, Cdr. (MSC) USN

(Read at the 117th annual meeting of The American Psy-
chiatric Association, Chicago, Ill., May 8-12, 1961. Reprinted
in part from The American 3ournal of Psychiatry, Vol. 119,
No. 2, August, 1962, pp 97-104; and the United States Navy
Medical News Letter, Vol. 40, No. 9, 2 Nov 62, pp 8-14.)

While the scientific program at Antarctica is under the sponsorship
of the National Science Foundation and the National Research Council, the
United 3tates Navy supplies the logistic support necessary to carry out
such a ptograra. Some of the responsibilities of the Navy have been to
transport the scientists and their equipment both to and within the Ant-
arctic, to construct as well as maintain the bases and equipment, and to
provide the medical, dental, and commissary services required for the
small communities. All the bases are totally independent and isolated
from one another, as well as from the outside world, for approximately
6-8 months. Even radio communication occasionally is cut off due to un-
favorable weather conditions.

During the year immediately preceding the International Geophysical
Year, the Navy undertook the establishnent of the initial Antarctic bastes.
This expedition was marked by an untoward event in that one man developed
a frank and florid psychosis. As might be anticipated, the ensuing manage-
ment problems were of considerable magnitude inasmuch as there were no
provisions for adequately separating such a patient from the remainder of
the group, and it was impossible to evacuate him from the Antarctic.

As a result of this incident, the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery was
requested to undertake a neuropsychiatric assessment of all personnel,
military and civilian, who were scheduled to winter-ovOr during the Inter-
national Geophysical Year as well as during the subsequent expeditions.
It was necessary to begin the psychiatric assessment program on approxi-
mately 6 weeks notice; however, in spite of the pressure of operational
commitments, an effort was made to approach the task both from a research
and a clinical standpoint. The research endeavor has been devoted to de-
veloping criteria for psychiatric selection as well as identifying psycho-
logical variables influencing performance in such extreme isolation. Be-
cause of ot'een and -at--timers--overwhelming ff±Ittin t! 8-0

 of data on human behavior in the Antarctic, our fund of objective
information in this area has accumulated quite slowly. Nevertheless, we
have now learned a great deal about the psychiatric aspects of military
duty in such extreme isolation.
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The personnel assigned to duty in the Antarctic program constitute
a. somewhat different population from that usually encountered in Navy
psychiatric selection programs. All men wintering over on Operation
DEEP FRZE are volunteers in the true sense of the word. None of the
military personnel is a recruit, and the civilian personnel are all
trained in some scientific or technical specialty.

The distributions for age and length of service of the military
personnel assessed for the 1960-1961 DEEP FREEZE program show that over
half of the men are 25 years of age or older and almost 501'. have over
6 years of service.

The personnel are initially selected on the basis of their posses-
sing military or civilian specialty training which qualifies them to per-
form a clearly defined job in the Antarctic. In as much as the administ-
rative selection is accomplished prior to the psychiatric assessment, all
persons undergoing the psychiatric and psychological examination are known
to possess sufficient emotional stability, personal adequacy, and intel-
lectual capacity to have attained and demonstrated a satisfactory degree
of proficiency in their vocational endeavors. Moreover, all of the mili-
tary personnel have survived the psychiatric assessment program at the
recruit level. Thus, in one sense, there is some degree of psychiatric
selection operating in the administrative selection of personnel.

All personnel, military and civilian, are subjected to essentially
the same assessment procedures although the examinations are carried out
at a number of different Navy activities. In addition to various attitude
scales and psychological tests which are administered as part of the pro-
gram of studying group function and interaction during the period of iso-
lation, each man is required to complete an extensive biographical in-
ventory.

Following the group testing procedure, each man is seen in an un-
structured psychiatric interview. While the length of the interview was
determined by the psychiatrist, a maximum of one hour is scheduled for
this purpose. In most cases the interview is completed in approximately
30 minutes; however, this time is occasionally exceeded when questionable
cases are encountered. The completed biographical inventory is available
to the psychiatrist at the time of interview and is used to obtain a
rapid appraisal of areas in the individual's past personal history which
might be worthy of some careful exploration. At the completion of the
interview, the psychiatrist is requested to complete a form in which he
summarizes the results of his examination and makes a rating on a 5-
point scale as to the man's suitability for duty in the Antarctic.

Each man also is seen by a clinical psychologist who administers a
Rorschach test and summarizes his findings on the same form used to re-
cord the results of the psychiatric examination. The psychologist also
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rates each man in terms of his suitability for Antarctic duty. Upon com-
pletion of the individual assessments, the psychologist and psychiatrist
who had conducted the examinations meet as a team and make a final ap-
praisalof the subject which is based on a joint consideration of their
individual findings. The final team rating, which often differs from
the rating assigned by either of the examiners, is used as a basis for
the formal recommendation as to the subject's psychiatric suitability
for Antarctic duty.

In any operational program of this nature, the isolation of objective
criteria for use in making a psychiatric and psychological assessment
constitutes a perennial methodological problem of major proportions.

Because of operational requirements that psychiatric assessment pro-
grams be undertaken on short notice, it was not possible to conduct pre-
liminary studies which would yield even crude criterion information. Af-
ter a search of the limited literature which was available, a decision
was made to focus upon 4 primary areas in determination of psychiatric
suitability for the Antarctic program. These areas wore: motivation, his-
tory of past personal effectiveness, present ego strength and adequacy
of defense mechanisms, and finally, adequacy of interpersonal relation-
ships. Thus, individuals who showed no obvious defects or weaknesses in
these four areas were considered sufficiently stable to adjust in the Ant-
arctic, or for that matter, for almost any program of this nature.

In assessing the four areas outlined above, the clinicians were re-
quested to focus on the adequacy of the individual's present and past
motivation and functioning rather than attempt to predict what would
happen at some time in the future in an essentially unknown situation.
As a rationale for this procedure, it was considered that, other factors
being equal, an individual who demonstrates evidence of adequate or
healthy motivation and personality integration will continue to function
effectively in the future.

The clinician's past experience in Navy neuropsychiatry was used as
a frame of reference for arriving at a determination of what constitutes
an "average" rating on the 5-point scale of suitability. It was possible,
therefore, to avoid speculating during the early stages of the assess-
ment program as to the nature of the specific stresses of Antarctic iso-
lation. Fortunately, Navy psychiatrists and clinical psychologists have
an opportunity to see large numbers of relatively stable individuals, a
factor which aids in forming an adequate frame of reference for the
assessment procedure.

The complexity of collecting follow-up data in this situation is
astounding and at times extremely frustrating. On occasion the forms for
recording the information have been lost or destroyed in transit before
the wintering-over period began. On other occasions, the pressure of a
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16-hour work day precluded the collection of data in accordance with the
prearranged schedule. However, in spite of these difficulties, infor-
mation on the incidence of serious psychiatric disturbances has been
obtained from all stations. Moreover, follow-up information concerning
actual performance has been obtained on 10 small stations as well as 2
of the larger stations.

Four sources of criterion data were built into the research design:
peer nominations, supervisor performance ratings, medical symptom check
lists, and debriefing interviews with personnel at the completion of their
wintering-over experience. The peer nomination technique generally proved
to be so psychologically threatening that it was discontinued as a routine
technique. The symptom check lists yielded very little information on the
group as a whole. However, the supervisor performance ratings, combined
with information Obtained from the interviews, present a relatively clear
although gross picture as to the adequacy of each individual's psychiatric
functioning during the wintering-over period. The officers-in-charge of
the stations were responsible for collection of the ratings which were
obtained during the wintering-over period.

During the five years covered by ine present program, there have
been no documented cases of psychiatric illness, which clearly reached psy-
chotic proportions, among the wintering-over personnel. Of the six men
formally admitted to the sick list, only one had been through the psychiatric
assessment procedures. This case was diagnosed as an emotional instability
reaction. The remaining five men had been selected as last minute re-
placements for individuals who dropped out of the program for a variety
of administrative reasons. Their diagnoses included three oases of
relatively severe neurotic depression and two of anxiety reaction.

While the above data would indicate that the assessment program gen-
erally has been successful, it should not be construed as implying that
there has been a complete absence of psychiatric disturbances in the Ant-
arctic. Information obtained through debriefing interviews clearly in-
dicates that acute emotional disturbances are not uncommon. This is par-
ticularly true at the smaller stations, comprised of 15-40 men. There
also is reason to believe that several men may have experienced brief
near psychotic episodes. Although these psychiatric problems may not be
of sufficient magnitude to necessitate admission to the sick list or
formal medical treatment, on occasion they create extremely tense and
stressful situations for the remainder of the station personnel. With a
few isolated exceptions, the groups appear to have spontaneously responded
to the acute emotional disturbances with teokuiiques which closely resemble
those of the classical therapeutic oomiunity.

Low grade depressions are prevalent during the 3-month period of
darIxiess. Headaches which appear to be of psychogenic origin are frequent-
ly reported. While acute anxiety attacis are occasionally reported, these
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are relatively unoon and usually related to specific situational factors
beyond the individual's control. Not a single case of psychosexual dis-
turbanoe or overt homosexual activity has been reported during the five
years of the study. The functional backaches and gastrointestinal com-
plaints so commonly found in the military services have rarely been ob-
served among the wintering-over personnel. However, this is not surpris-
ing in view of the highly select nature of the population.

The assessment program has been successful in identifying and eliminat..
ing those individuals who will become totally ineffective under the stress
of Antarctic isolation, or will require hospitalization for a psychiatric
disorder, but it has been less effective in predicting precise levels of
performance. While this finding certainly would be expected in view of
the history of psychiatric assessment programs in general, the results
nevertheless do show a significant positive correlation between predic-
tion and performance.

Two separate approaches have been made to analyzing the relationship
of psychiatric prediction and performance effectiveness. First, the per-
formance of the military personnel at each of the 10 small stations was
evaluated on the basis of supervisory ratings. Secondly, the predictions
were studied in terms of men falling at either extreme of the performance
continuum.

Because the evaluations of Antarctic adjustment were based on gross
factors rather than precise measures, broad categories of performance
effectiveness were used. In analysis of the predictions in terms of
supervisor performance ratings, subjects in each group were classified
"high" or "low" in performance (upper half or lower half of the group),
on the basis of independent rankings by two clinicians. In only one
case was there more than one disagreement between the two clinicians on
the categorization of subjects in a given group. The differences were
resolved through use of additional information, such as that obtained
from the debriefing interviews. It should be noted that the splitting
of each group into an upper and lower performance category, with an equal
number of subjects in each, does not imply that all of the subjects in
the lower performance category were unsatisfactory or ineffective during
the wintering-over period. On the contrary, the vast majority of the men
in the latter category did serve satisfactorily.

Table 1 includes ratings made on men at 6 of the stations. These
stations were considered together because the subjects were rated on one
form of the psychiatric rating scale (ratings from I to 5), while the men
at the four remaining stations included were rated on a different scale
(rating from A to E). On the first scale, a rating of 3 was interpreted
as "average"; a rating of C on the second scale indicated "can't decide
whether superior or inferior." Because of a possible differenoe in ex-
aminer orientations, the data were summarized separately.
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TABLE 1
Relationship of Psychiatric Screening Predictions to Performance

DEEP FREEZE 1957 and 1960 -

	

INFERIOR	SUPERIOR OR
PERFORMANCE OR POOR	AVERAGE	OUTSTANDING

STATION	CATEGORIES	<3	-	3	73	- N

1	High	0	2
	

2
	

4
Low	2	1

	
0
	

3
2	High	3	3

	
3
	

9
Low	1	8

	
1
	

10
3	High	0	4

	
6
	

10
Low	4	4

	
2
	

10
4	High	6	3

	
1
	

10
Low	5	4

	
1
	

10
5 and 6	High	4	6	0

	
16

Combined	Low	6	6
	

4
	

16
Total Small	High	13	18

	
13
	

49
Stations	Low	18	23

	
3
	

49
Proportion falling in.	.42	.44	.69
High Performance Category

Combining Columns 1 and 2 versus Column 3:
AVERAGE, INFERIOR

	
SUPERIOR OR

OR POOR
	

OUTSTANDING
3 OR <3
	

>3	N

High	31
	

18	49
Low	41
	

8	49
Proportion falling in
High Performance Category .43	.69

r.41

In view of the small number of subjects involved, it was considered
inappropriate to attempt more detailed statistical treatment of these
data.

Obviously, these results cannot be interpreted as demonstrating that
the assessment procedures yield accurate predictions of effectiveness
under conditions of Antarctic isolation. Rather, the data are considered
to constitute positive and encouraging bench marks for the development
of. further criteria. Certainly, the results are sufficiently positive
to warrant continuation of the program and further refinement of the
assessment procedure.

Through ' a process of repeatedly postulating the importance of specific
motivational factors and personality characteristics, and constantly re-
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vising the conceptual formulations through debriefing interviews, it has
been possible to gradually focus on what appear to be the more significart
variables in adjustment to Antarctic isolation. Obviously i there is no one
personality pattern which ideally suits an individual for assignment to a
program such as Operation DEEP FFEEZE. However, a number of positive and
negative characteristics have been isolated during the past five years
which now appear to be important in the psychiatric assessment of personnel
for this duty. They are briefly summarized below.

Motivation. Positive motivation for Antarctic duty is not given as
much weight as it was at one time in the assessment program. Many of the
most successful men are not really sure why they volunteer. Among the
more positive motivations are: save money, possible advancement in rate,
and the challenge of an unusual experience. Unhealthy motivations, which
on the basis of past experience are cause for disqualification, include
the following: escape from marital conflict, transfer from an undersir-
able duty station, and immature search for adventure. Parenthetically,
it should be noted that Antarctic duty is now mostly hard work, little
adventure, and rather plush living accommodations.

History of Past Personal Effectiveness. This variable has come to
be considered one of the most important in the assessment of DP FREEZE
personnel. Each man in the wintering-over party has a specific job which
he must perform. In one sense, every man at a small station is dependent
on every other man. Status is determined primarily by vocational effect-
iveness. The man who is not technically competent is both a source of
threat to the well-being of the group and a source of interpersonal con-
flict. The technically competent individual may display considerable
psychopathology during the wintering-over period and still be effective.
However the same degree of psychopathology in a man with less technical
competence would render him ineffective. Under the heading of work ef-
fectiveness, one must include responsibility and dependability as well as
technical competence. A history of ineffectiveness in Vocational perfor-
mance or inadequate training for the job to which a man will be assigned
are clear reasons for disqualifications.

Ego Strength and Adequacy of Defense Mechanisms. Any evidence of
potential for emotional decompensations, or history which is suggestive
of possible deoompensation during periods of stress in the past, is con-
sidered disqualifying. At the present time, much greater emphasis is
placed on adequacy of defense mechanisms than upon the nature of the
mechanism. Thus, clear-cut neurotic mechanisms, even though they may
border on the pathological, are not in and of themselves considered dis-
qualifying. In this connection, there has been a shift in attitude to-
ward psychopathology during the time the assessment program has been in
operation. The only neurotic mechanism which is now considered clearly
disqualifying is that of extreme rigidity. Experience has shown that the
rigid individual who maintains ego integrity by adherence to fixed beliefs
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or routines without ability to be flexible in the face of group needs in-
variably becomes a source of disruption to the group during the wintering-
over. Although not originally considered to be of any particular sign-
ificance, personality disorders have been found to constitute a rather
serious problem. Demanding, sensitive, narcissistic individuals invariably
are a constant source of friction and a demoralizing influence to personnel
at small stations. On the other hand, individuals manifesting evidence
of personality disorder adjust reasonably well at larger Antarctic stations
where there is a lesser degree of enforced interpersonal contact.

Group Structure. While work efficiency now might be considered the
most important variable in Antarctic adjustment, the structure of the
small isolated group has come to be considered a close second. Because
of operational demands in the recruiting and training of personnel, little
attention has been given to this factor in the assessment program. How-
ever, it is now clear that the greatest future gains in the preventive
psychiatry aspects of the assessment procedure will be found in evaluating
the individual in terms of the group to which he will be assigned Ad-
vances in this area will make heavy demands upon the theory and techniques
of social psychology. It is anticipated that a large portion of future
research effort will be devoted to the development of criterion measures
of small group effectiveness in the Antarctic and methods for structuring
such groups.

STA21ARY

The Navy program for psychiatric assessment of personnel wintering-
over in the Antarctic has been described. During the 5-year history of
the assessment program, there have been no documented cases of psychotic
illness. Six men have been admitted to the sick list for psychiatric
reasons, only one of whom had been through the assessment procedure.
This case was diagnosed as a personality disorder. Thus, it would appear
that the program has been effective in identifying and eliminating indi-
viduals who will develop serious or incapaciting emotional illnesses
under the stress of isolation.

An analysis of data relating to performance effectiveness in the
Antarctic shows that there is a significant positive correlation between
the initial psychiatric prediction and subsequent performance. However,
because of several limitations in the data, the results in this aspect
of the study should be interpreted with caution.

Certain shifts have occurred in the assessment criteria during the
past five years. The most important variable in adjustment to Antarctic
isolation now is considered to be vocational effectiveness. The structure
and composition of the small isolated group is next in importance. Except
for extreme rigidity, there are no neurotic mechanisms which are considered,
per so, to be disqualifying. However, personality disorders do constitute
a rather serious problem.
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SHIP TRANSPORTATION IN THE ANTARCTIC
George McCleary, Jr.

[This article has been adapted from a term paper sub-
mitted for a course in the Geography of Transportation under
Dr. Robert N. Taaffe, visiting professor, at the University
of Wisconsin)

The modern ice breaker or ice-strengthened ship is far removed from
the first vessels which ventured to the Antarctic. If one begins with the
sealing ships of the early 19th century, he finds that the first vessels
to ply Antarctic coastal waters were small indeed.

The sloop Hero of Stonington, Connecticut, from which Nathaniel
Palmer sighted the continent in 1820 was 47 feet 3 inches in length, had
a beam of 16 feet 10 inches, and a draft of 6 feet 4 inches. She dis-
placed 44.5 tons, had a single deck, and one mast. Huron of New Haven,
John Davis' vessel of the some period, was 89 feet 8 inches long with a
25 foot 3 mob beam and 12 foot 7 inch draft. She displaced 249.5 tons,
had two decks, and three masts.

These ships were among the first. They were not the largest nor the
smallest, but were much like many which ventured south from New England.
They were commercial craft and their owners had taken no great preparations
to equip them for operation in ice. Consequently they provide a contrast
to the ships which preceded and which followed them.

Captain James Cook's expedition, sponsored by the British Admiralty,
from 1772 to 1775, set the pattern for polar exploration in Great Britain,
which was to last until the middle of the nineteenth century. His vessels,
weighing in the range of 300 tons, were small but stu:1y, capable of long
ocean voyages, and designed to allow operation and expl'ration close to
shore.

The late 1830's and early 1840's saw three large exp:itions sent
southward - by France, Great Britain, and the United States. The French
and Americans went south in warships quite unsuitable for Antarctic service.
The British, on the other hand, had ships specially fitted out for the
rigors of a polar voyage. The American Exploring Expedition under LT
Charles Wilkes, USN, was not only ill-prepared but also lacked experience
in polar exploration. Three warships, VINCENNES and PEACOCK, sloops of
700 tons, and a gun-brig PORPOISE, 200 tons, a New York pilot boat, SEA
GUL a 100 ton tender, FLYING FISH, and a store ship, RELIEF, comprised
the fleet. None of these vessels were fortified against the ice and large
square gLn-ports were open to the heavy weather surge of the sea. Their
capacity was inadequate as they could carry provisions for only twelve
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months and fuel for seven. The venture was bent on geographical dis-
covery and scientific investigation, and its accomplishments were out-
standing, despite the poor quality of the ships.

In contrast to the Americans, the British expedition sailed with
excellent ships and equipment and with a leader of long polar experience.
James Clark Ross was chosen to lead the three.-rnasted, barque-rigged bombs,
HMS EREBUS, 370 tons, and HMS TERROR, 340 tons, on a venture to discover
and attain the South Magnetic Pole. The ships, although without engines,
had been proven to be excellent for ice navigation in the Arctic. They
were strongly built, had a double coppered hull and a double deck, water-
tight bulkheads, and had been strengthened with timber beams. The quality
of these ships was such that Ross plunged boldly into the ice pack. After
four days of maneuvering through the ice, the ships broke into an open
sea that now bears their commander's name. Ross and his companions were
the first to see the mighty mountains of Victoria Land, McMurdo Sound,
and the great ice shelf which barred the way further south.

D'Urville sailed from France in 1837 with two corvettes, ASTROLABE
and ZELEE. Although both suffered from the basic faults of warships of
the period and neither was prepared to face the rigors of high southern
latitudes, they were in somewhat better condition than the ships assigned
Wilkes by the United States Navy. D'Urville, like his two contemporaries,
made notable discoveries and left, if not his, at least his wife's name
on part of Antarctica.

These three expeditions were the last to make extensive exploration
in Antarctica until the twentieth century, and were also the last dis-
covery expeditions to use ships without some form of power. In fact,
EREBUS and TERROR on their return were fitted with steam engines for
their next voyage, the ill-fated Franklin expedition to the Arctic.

Steam as a motive power entered the Antarctic in February, 1874,
when the 2,300 ton Challenger cruised south of the Antarctic Circle on
her worldwide oceanographic cruise. This wooden corvette did not reach
the continental coast, but found, through dredging from the ocean floor,
rocks of continental origin - thus yielding scientific evidence to sup-
port the conjecture of previous explorers who felt the area was a large
land mass but who were unable to substantiate this fact.

It was the vessels of the whaling, sealing, and exploring expeditions
after 1890 which introduced steam ships to the continent itself. Whaling
ships operated in sub-Antarctic islands using both sail and steam for
power, and the vessels used on successive expeditions were much the same.

Terra Nova, typical of the period, was Robert Scott's ship for his
unfortunate second expedition. It was a square-rigged wooden whaler with
auxiliary steam power. She was capable of encountering heavy pack ice
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but not with the efficiency of present-day ice breakers. Ships of this
period did not have the power necessary to break away from heavy ice pack.
Often they were forced to drift while waiting for the ice to loosen its
grip. The 1897-1899 Belgian Antarctic Expedition vessel, Bolgica,
drifted for a year before she was able to break out of the pack.

The British trans-Antarctic party under Ernest Shackleton was beset
in the barkentine Endurance in the Weddell Sea on 17 January 1915. The
144 foot Endurance was steam powered and was probably the strongest wooden
ship ever launched up to that time, except possibly Nansen's Fram. Be-
cause Endurance was designed to operate in loose pack ice, she was con-
structed with relatively wall-type sides, thus making her less 1kely to
be squeezed up out of the ice if it closed in on her. This proved to be
fatal on 27 October 1915 when Endurance, unable to rise out of the pack
ice, was gradually crushed and sank.

In the whaling industry, the advent of Admiralen of Norway in 1905
saw the first floating whaling factory in Antarctic waters. Using a
fleet of catchers, these large ships enabled the industry to extend it-
self widely throughout southern waters.

The era of steam-sail vessles lasted into the 1930's, during which
time vessels which were powered entirely by steam came into use. These
vessels as the earlier sailing ships were, however, only standard sea-
going designs with conventional hulls.

With the advent of steam power as the sole motive force, the wooden-
hulled ships gave way to steel-hulled vessels. The primary reason for the
use of wood had been that steel was subject to ripping and tearing by the
ice. The first steel-hulled expeditionary ship to venture to the Ant-
arctic was on the first Byrd Antarctic Expedition of 1929-1930. Prior to
this time, however, steel-hulled whaling vessels had penetrated into the
fringes of the pack, especially in the Ross Sea area.

Although the use of steam for power and the development of steel
hulls were important, the change from a conventional to a rounded keel-less
hull was even more important. The first ship designed with these character-
istics was Fram, designed by Fridtjof Nansen to drift in the pack ice of
the Arctic without being crushed. Fram was later rehabilitated and used by
Amundsen on his successful journey to the South Pole. As most of the ships
used in polar explorations were conversions, adapted or strengthened for
use in the ice, none had the advantage, except Fram, of this type of hull.

1ith the development of the modern icebreaker, the rounded hull came
into use. This hull is designed for penetration of the ice pack and,
coupled with an increased amount of power, these craft have been able to
travel into ice which was impenetrable by the earlier ships. [For evolution
of icebreakers see Bulletin, Vol. II, No. 2, pp 5-71
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The icebreaker was introduced to Antarctica in 1946 on the U.S.
Navy's Operation HIGHJUMP. It was the task of these vessels to break a
path through the pack ice for the "thin-skinned" Navy cargo ships.

At the present time three types of ships operate in the Antarctic:
icebreakers, ice .-strengthened ships, and standard type cargo vessels. The
ships assigned by the United States Navy for the crossing of the pack to
McMurdo Sound represent all three types. Included in this year's operation
are four ioebreakers, three ice-strengthened ships, and two ordinary cargo
vessels, a Victory ship and a fleet oiler.

Three classes of icebreakers have operated in the Antarctic, all
strikingly similar in basic characteristics, except for size and horse..
power. The design of any icebreaker is a compromise between hull shape
and internal cargo space. Length affects the volume of space below decks
and the size of the helicopter landing platform. A short ship may pro..
vide little, if any, cargo space while a larger ship may be extremely
difficult to maneuver in narrow channels. Most icebreakert are designed
as a multipurpose ship. In fact it is doubtful if any of the ships which
are active in the Antarctic operate simply for one purpose.

Power, combined with the rounded hull and sloping forefront, enable
the icebreaker to perform its missions: to break sea ice; to maneuver in
heavy concentrations of pack; and to clear channels through which other
ships can pass in safety. It should be noted that these missions are
distinct from those of an ice-strengthened vessel which is basically a
transport vessel strengthened for use in ice. Icebreakers accomplish
their task of ioebreaking by refining into the ice and then rising up onto
it and crushing it under their weight.

The modern icebreaker has features which are distinctive from earlier
models. These include heeling tanks, a crow's nest, and a helicopter
flight deck. The first allows the ship, by rapid exchange of water be-
tween tanks, to induce a rocking motion, thus loosening herself from tight
pack. The crow's nest is an elevated bridge, a small enclosed compartment
found high on the mast which contains steering and engine controls. This
enables the captain to extend his range of vision and more easily maneuver
his ship in the ice. A helicopter deck is found on the majority of the
ships operating in the Antarctic. From this deck these aircraft are
launched for reconnaissance and exploration flights as well as for carry-
ing cargo and passengers ashore.

Two types of ioe- strengthened ships may be found in the Antarctic to-
day. First, and the older type, is the ordinary cargo ship which has been
strengtiienedby the addition of extra framing and plating, particularly
forward, and by the provision of some sort of protection for rudder and
propeller. The largest ship currently in use in the Antarctic, the assault
cargo vessel USS AIU'Th]B, is of this type. ANEB has 14,200 tons displace..
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ment and a cargo capacity of 428,000 cubic feet.

Of recent years, ships especially designed for work in the ice have
appeared in increasing numbers. Ideally, such vessels have reinforced
hulls, a sloping bow, and a ratio of horsepower to tonnage which is more
than unity. Many of these ships also have controls located in the crow's
nest and are equipped with platforms for helicopter operations. Ships
having these general characteristics include the Soviet Union's Ob and
Lena, the Dan-Class chartered by several national expeditions from the
Lauritzen Lines, Chile's PILOTO PARDO, and South Africa's RSA. Among
United States ships of this type are MIRFAK, a cargo vessel, and
CHATTAHOOCHEE, a tanker • Another of this type is USNS ELTANIN, which has
been turned into a scientific research ship by conversion of cargo spaces
into laboratories. Although not true icebreakers, all these ships have
a limited icebreaking capability.

With a relatively large expedition, the United States has been able
to specialize ship types rather more than smaller expeditions dan afford
to do. For most countries, an all-.purpose ship is a necessity, and the
best solution so far developed seems to be the ice-strengthened ship into
which are incorporated some of the icebreaker's basic characteristics.

ELLSWORTH STATION

The National Science Foundation has received word that Argentina
will not put a wintering-over party into Ellsworth Station this year.
There will thus be brought to an end a scientific program that was be
gun by the United States in 1957. After two years of successful oper..
atiôn, the station with its supplies and equipment was transferred to
the Argentine Government. Since that time, the Instituto Antartioo
Argentine has continued the scientific program with logistic support
from the Argentine Navy. Each year the United States has been represent-
ed at Ellsworth by one or more meteorologists and usually an upper abnos
phere physicist. The Argentines have been requested to return some
items of scientific equipment. The bulk of the material, however, will
be left at Ellsworth for possible future use.

USAPO LIBRARY

The United States Antarctic Projects Office maintains a library of
Antarctic information. It includes historical, scientific, and technical
books and papers in English, French, Spanish, German, Russian, and other
languages, and is believed to be one of the most complete collections of
its kind in the Washington area. Persons interested in the Antarctic are
invited to make use of the library and its facilities.
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A NE''T SYSTEM OF DESIGNATING
MILITARY AIRCBAY

The Departments of the Air Force, the Army, and the Navy have issued
a regulation dated 18 Sep 62 which establishes uniform procedures, au-
thority, and responsibilities for designating, redesignating, and naming
military aircraft. The Department of the Air Force will maintain the
designation system and assign all new designations.

The designation system consists of a combination of significant
letters and numbers. The first letter, a status prefix symbol, if
applicable, will be used to indicate an aircraft or airship being used
for experimentation and special or service test. The second letter, the
modified mission symbol, indicates modifications have been made for specific
reasons. The third letter, the basic mission and type symbol, is used to
denote the primary function or capability of an aircraft. Following the
combination of one, two, or three letters is the design number of the air..
craft. A number will be assigned for each basic mission or type. A
letter called a series symbol will follow the design number. One will
be assigned to each series change of a specific basic design, starting
with "A" on a new aircraft.

Since articles appearing in the Bulletin will feature the new system
of designating airqraft, a partial hit is included in this issue of the
new designations for the aircraft in use in Antarctica.

Now Nomenclature

Status Prefix Symbols
This symbol is not applicable to aircraft operating in
Antarctica as none are being used for experimentation or
special tests.

Modified Mission Symbols
Letter	Title
L	Cold Weather

U	Utility

Description
Aircraft modified for
operation in the Arctic
and Antarctic regions;
includes skis, special
insulation, and other
ancillary equipment re-
quired for extreme cold
weather operations.

Aircraft having small
payload utilized or
modified to perform
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Letter	Title

C	Cargo/Transport

H	Helicopter

P	Patrol

Description
miscellaneous missions
such as carrying cargo
or passengers, towing
targets, etc.

Aircraft designed for
carrying cargo and/or
passengers.

A rotary-wing aircraft
designed with the capa-
bility of flight in any
plane.

Long 'range, all weather,
multi-engine aircraft
operating from land and/
or water bases, designed
for independent ac-
complisitient of the fol-
lowing functions: anti-
submarine warfare, man-
time reconnaissance,
and mining.

xamples of the new nomenclature assigned to the various types of
aircraft in use in Antarctica follow:



RESUPPLY BY AIR OF ANTARCTIC STATIONS
FOR DEEP FREEZE 63

The resupply of the inland Antarctic stations is the most diffi-
cult and most important of the many logistic support problems that 00-
our annualy in each Operation DEEP FREEZE. Coupled with this problem
are the associated tasks of delivering high priority material and per-
sonnel required both for the inland stations and McMurdo well in ad-
vance of the arrival of the icebreakers and logistic support ships.
In order to give the United States Antarctic Research Program scien-
tists the maximum possible time in the field during the suer season,
it is necessary to cence the annual resupply and construction pro-
grams by 1 October, about two months before surface lift arrives at
MoMurdo. This year, the first flights into Antarctica were accomplished
on 15 September, establishing a new record of early entry into the
continent.

To effect the annual resupply and construction programs requires
a massive airlift of personnel from the United States to New Zealand
and of personnel and cargo from New Zealand to McMurdo Station, the
staging base for all ground and air operations in the Antarctic. The
bulk of the airlift is performed by the MATS C-124 Globemasters and,
to a lesser extent, by the AIRDEVRON SIX C-1217 and LC-13OF aircraft.
The other aircraft of AIRDEVRON SIX, the C-54Qs, LC47qJS, LP-2Ys,
UH-34Es, and U-1BDs have a very minor role in the resupply of the in-
land stations, but a very necessary role in the support of scientific
programs. No attempt is made, except for the C-54Q, to assign ton-
nage for these latter type of aircraft as this tonnaes tjif..



airlift and 35 C.-124 airdrop flights. The first airdrop at Byrd
Station was made on 25 October and at the South Pole Station on 5
November. Eights Station, which is the new semi-permanent prefabricated
station that replaces the temporary station formerly known as Sky-Hi,
will receive, through 32 0-130 airlift and 26 0-124 airdrop flights, a
total of 425 tons of equipment and supplies. Fulfilling the airlift
requirements at Eights Station will be one of the most difficult tasks
of the season. The C-124s are required to make the airdrops at a
point about 1350 miles from McMurdo without an alternate landing field
anywhere in Antarctica, The L0-130F trips to Eights will also be long
and arduous but an alternate landing field will be no problem for those
ski-equipped aircraft. Most of the airdrops at Eights will probably
be done by radar since few periods will occur when the weather at
Eights will be VFR and above minimums at MoMurdo. Weather will be a,
vital factor in the resupply and establishment of Eights Station more
so than for any other airlift operation in the Antarctic since a
favorable terminal foroast of 15 hours will be required for the C-124s.
No problems are forseen in the Pole and Byrd Station airlift other
than the huge quantities of POL, men, and materials that are required
for the latter.

The small permanent station at Hallett and the two seasonal
weather stations, Beardmore and Little Rockford, will receive a total
of 125 tons by ten LC-13OF and five C-54Q airlifts. It is hoped to
utilize only the C-54Q in the resupply of Hallett during DEEP FREEZE
63 in order to eliminate the necessity of using the hard pressed
LC-130Fs and LC-47Js for this task. The resupply of Hallett and the
positioning of POL for TOPO West (Geological Survey Program) must be
completed by 15 November before the bay ice becomes unsafe for land-
ing. Any additional requirements other than those mentioned above
for Beardmore or Little Rockford will be assigned to the LC-47Js if
possible.

In addition to the many tons of supplies, equipment, and personnel
needed for support of the stations, there are requirements purely for
support of the science programs which necessitate the use of the larg-
er aircraft. The support for this year will require 34 sorties of
LC-130F, 0-124, and C-54Q aircraft. Once the field parties are es-
tablished, logistic support falls upon the LC-47Js and lesser aircraft
and is on a "demand" or "on-call" basis.

The total LC ..-130F flight's for the accomplishnent of resupply of
the stations, including estimated maintenance turn-arounds and emergen-
cy evacuations, is approximately 343, or, in terms of flying hours
approximately 3200. The 0-124 airlift flights will be 142 for a total
of approximately 2400 flying hours.
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LOOK OUT FOR THE BIRDS

[See Bulletin, Vol. IV, No. 1, p 9)

The sailor who sees a pink albatross need neither run to his psy-
chiatrist nor have his eyes examined. Rather, he should rush for pen and
paper and report the interesting phenomenon together with the latitude
and longitude, name of his ship, and, of course, his name and address to:

Mr. W. L. N. Tiokell
USARP Bird-Banding Program
3ohns Hopkins University
615 North Wolfe Street
Baltimore 5, Maryland

Wandering albatrosses on Bird Island (54 000 1 S, 38 002 11.7) are being
colored with pink dye as part of a study of the oceanic distribution of
this species. All whaling vessels, as well as U.S. Navy ships of Operation
DEEP FREEZE 63, have received simple forms to be filled-out and returned.

This program is one of those being carried on under grants from the
National Science Foundation. For several years United States and foreign
scientists have been industriously banding adelie penguins, south polar
skuas, giant pintedo and snow petrels, several species of albatrosses,
and other birds using bands supplied by the Department of Interior's Fish
and Wildlife Service. (See Bulletin, Vol. III, p 3-5). Mariners are also
being requested to watch out for these birds. United States Navy ships
are being supplied with simple forms asking for the identity of the bird,
color of band and reference number, location where seen, and date of ob-
servation, together with observers name and address. If the bird can-
not be caught, as much as possible of this information should be reported.
If the bird is dead, the band should be removed and returned together
with a report to:

Dr. hIm. 3. L. Sladbn
USARP Bird-Banding Program
3ohns Hopkins University
615 N Wolfe Street
Baltimore 5, Maryland

Dr. Sladen will be happy to supply forms to any who may nave use for
them. Others are urged to cooperate by reporting the information noted
above. For the curious, Dr. Sladen will be glad to give, upon request,
information about any band for which the niznber is given.

The bird banding program, directed by Dr. Sladen and the late Dr.
Carl Eklund-[See p 21], has reached the point where increasingly important
knowledge of the habits of Antarctic birds may be obtained especially
from the cooperation of mariners and other interested persons.
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DR. CARL R. EKLUND

The death of Dr. Carl R. Eklund came as a shock to everyone connected
with the Antarctic during the last quarter century.Dr. Eklund was stricken
suddenly with a heart attack on November 4, 1962, at Philadephia, Penn-
sylvania.

Many readers of the Bulletin are perhaps unaware of his distinguished
career with the Fish and Wildlife Service and his war record as a member
of the Army Air Forces' Arctic, Desert, Tropic Information Center. AU,
however, have heard of his great sledge journey while on the United States
Antarctic Service Expedition, 1939-41. He and Finn Ronne travelled 1,264
miles in 84 days mapping the terrain as they went.

He returned to the Antarctic as scientific leader at Wilkes Station
in 1957-58. Dr. Ekiund's career was not limited to field activities. At
Wilkes he was carrying out an International Geophysical Year program which
he as an expert had helped to develop. Upon his return he joined Army
research and development where at the time of his death he was chief of
Polar and Arctic Research.

The author of many learned papers, he was best known to scientists
for his work in ornithology, particularly his studies of the sku. In
his last years he devoted much time and effort along with Dr. William
Sladen of Johns Hopkins to the development of the Antarctic bird banding
program.

He was a. member of the Explorers Club and of the Antarctican Society.
Of the latter he was one of the founders and first president, to whom the
Society owed much of its success, and each spring he and Mrs. Eklund opentd
their house for the Society's annual garden party.

For all his accomplishments Dr. Eklund wore his learning lightly.
To all who knew him, he will remain the gay-hearted gentleman always
ready with a droll story and an infectious laugh to cheer any gathering
large or small.

MR. THOMAS C • T. BUCKLEY

Thomas C. T. Buckley, a member of the expedition party on Admiral
Richard E. Byrd's second trip to Antarctica, died at the age of 53 on
November 3, 1962, at Geneseo, New York. Mr. Buckley was stricken with a
heart attack while horseback riding during a hunt.

Mr. Buckley drove a dog team during Admiral Byrds' 1934-35 expedition
to Antarctica. He was a member of the Harvard University crew that com-
peted in the Henley Regatta in England in 1931. A native of New York,
Mr. Buckley obtained his B.S. and M.A. degrees from Harvard, and at the
time of his death, was residing in Geneseo, New York.
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NEW SCHOOL DEVELOPED FOR "DEEP FREEZE
WEATHERIM

U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica Detatohnent THREE, with the
help of the Navy Weather Research Facility, NA.S Norfolk, recently oi-
pleted a training school on operational Antarctic weather. The school
was developed to train DEEP FREEZE weather personnel prior to deployment
to Antarctica and it may well be the first time that a weather service
unit has trained on operational problems using actual data prior to de-
ployment to an operating area.

Detachment THREE was established in March of this year under the
administration of NWRF. The detaclinent's mission is to assist NWRF in
Antarctic weather-research and to train all DEEP FREEZE weather personnel
prior to deployment.

This training is necessary because each year new personnel are sent
to Antarctica to relieve the men who have wintered over. These men and
others who work during the suumier to support the resupply operations have
to open a weather office at the Advance Headquarters in Christohurab,Nev
Zealand. Once the office is functioning and the first planes leave for
Antarctica, these same men leave to open remote stations in Antarctica
and relieve the wintering-over personnel at McMurdo. To do these jobs
effectively, these men must know their work prior to deployment.

To indoctrinate the men in their jobs, a two-week school was designed..
The first half of one week is devoted to group lectures and discussions
on Antarctica, survival, living conditions and weather code peculiarities.

Mock-up equipment presents copies of the exact data that have been
recorded in Antarctica. During the working hours the men are, in theory,
living and working in the Antarctic. To add a reality, a movie projector
showing time lapse photography is used.

Units involved in the training are: Commander Naval Support Force,
Antarctica (staff); Commander Antarctic Support Activities; Air Develop-
ment Squadron SIX; and the Air Weather Service.

PERSONALS

The United States Antarctic Projects Officer is pleased to announce
the addition to his staff of Mrs. JoAnne Berliner, Mrs Berliner is
originally from Houston, Texas. She came to Washington in July from
Berkeley, California where she had been attending the University of
California. She completed her freshnan and sophomore year there and was
majoring in art and Spanish.
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THE FIRST INTERNATIONAL ANTARCTIC EXHIBITION

The first International Antarctic Exhibition opened at The Mariner's
Museum in Newport News, Virginia at noon on 28 Oct 62. The opening of
the exhibition culminated a year's planning and preparation by the
museum. The exhibit will continue for six months and will contain dis-
plays from the United States and countries abroad.

Commander of the U.S. Naval Support Forces, Antarctica, from 1954
to 1959, Rear Admiral George J. Dufek, USN, (Ret.), conceived the plans
for the exhibition. Admiral Dufek is now Director of the Museum.

The exhibition stresses the cooperation between nations in the
peaceful exploration of Antarctica. Along with the Mariner's Museum Ant-
arctic exhibition is included an Antarctic exhibition which toured several
European cities just recently. [See Bulletin, Vol. III, No. 3]. In ad-
dition, each of the nations of the Antarctic Treaty were invited to con-
tribute displays on their country's work in the Antarctic, as were the
various United States governmental agencies participating in the Antarctic
research program.

The opening day of the exhibition was lauded as succesful. The
Ambassadors of the Antarctic Treaty nations were invited to the opening
along with other dignitaries. In attendance were the Ambassador from
Belgium, representatives from 8 other Embassies from the Antarctic Treaty
nations, State Department personnel, representatives from the National
Science Foundation, U.S. Information Agency, and U.S. Weather Bureau. The
U.S. Antarctic Projects Office, which had contributed to the planning and
development of the exhibition, was represented by Dr. James E. Mooney,
Deputy U.S. Antarctic Projects Officer. He also represented the Office
of the Secretary of Defense at the ceremonies.

INSPECTION TRIP

Dr. James E. Mooney, Deputy, U.S. Antarctic Projects Officer, de-
parted Washington, D.C. on 16Nov 62 for an inspection tour of the U.S.
Antarctic Stations. While in Antarctica, Dr. Mooney visited McMurdo,
Byrd, and South Pole Station. During Dr. Mooney's visit, the ships were
still breaking the channel to McMurdo, so he visited USS GLACIER in a
helicopter. He returned to Washington on 25 Nov 62 and reported favor-
ably on his trip.
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DISTINGUISHED VISITORS TO ANTARCTICA

Each year a number of distinguished persons visits the Antarctic
invited either by the United States Antarctic Projects Officer or the
National Science Foundation. Such visits give men who, because of their
official position, professional attainment, or ccnriunity position, have
an interest in the Antarctic scientific and logistic support programs, an
opportunity to see at firsthand all aspects of the operation and to
obtain a more intimate knowledge of the problems and accomplislinents of
those active in the area. There is no substitute for seeing and talking
with those in the field.

The following list contains the names of those invited by the United
States Antarctic Projects Officer. Future issues of the Bulletin will
record the names of other distinguished visitors.

General James E. (Jimmy) Doolittle

Dr. Carl Fisher
Deputy Director of Budget and Finance, OSD

Mr. Voit Gilmore
Director of U.S. Travel Service

The Honorable Luther H. Hodges,
Secretary of Commerce

Honorable Chet Holifield (California)
Chairman, Joint Committee on Atomio Energy

Honorable Craig Hosmer (California)

The Honorable Gerald W. Johnson
Assistant to the Secretary of Defense (Atomic Energy)

CAPT Charles L. Kessler (USNR)
State Headquarters Selective Service
Riohiiond, Virginia

Honorable William R. Poage (Texas)

Honorable Graham B. Purcell (Texas)

Honorable Ray A. Taylor (North Carolina)

Mr. Lowell Thomas
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CHRONOLOGY DEEP FREEZE 63

16 October	USS GLACIER reported to CTF 43 at 0200 hours

18 October	COMNAVSUPPFOR, Antarctica, RADM D. M. Tyree, USN, and his
relief, RADM J. R. Reedy, USN, accompanied by COMANTARCTIC
SUPACTY, CO AIRDEVRON SIX, and CO MCB-8 departed McMurdo
Station at 0133 for Byrd Station

18 October

19 October

23 October

24 October

25 October

26 October

27 October

28 October

28 October

USARP, Washington, D.C. received official word from Argentine
Goverment that program at Ellsworth Station will be sus-
pended this coming season

RADM D. M. Tyree and party returned to McMurdo Station from
Byrd Station and Little Rockford Station

HMNZS ROTOITI relieved USS DURANT on Ocean Station

RADM D. M. Tyree and BADM T. R. Reedy departed McMurdo at
1904 hours for Christchurch arriving at 0300 hours, 20 Oct.

RADM D. M. Tyree and RADM J. R. Reedy departed Christchurch
at 2000 hours for official calls in the Wellington, N.Z.
area

First airdrop made at Byrd Station. 1001. in drop zone and
recoverable

RADM D. M. Tyree and RADM J. R. Reedy returned from the
Wellington area to Christchurch at 2325 hours

Eight LC-.130F Byrd Station turn-arounds completed to date.
Five LC-130F Hallett Station turn-arounds completed to date

31 C-124 Antarctic turn-arounds completed to date. Eight
C-.124 Byrd Station air drops completed to date

The First International Antarctic Exhibition opened at the
Mariner's Museum, Newport News, Va.

LT E. E. Finch, (Mc), USN, relieved LT P. E. Tyler, (Mc),
USN, as OIC at Hallett Station

USS EDISTO reported to CTF 43 at 0245 hours

USS DURANT relieved HMNZS ROTOITI on Ocean Station at 0425
hours

19 October

19 October

29 October

30 October
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30 October

31 October

31 October

1 November

1 November

2 November

2 November

2 November

3 November

4 November

4 November

4 November

5 November

7 November

10 November

13 November

15 November

USCGJ EASTWIND departed Port L 4yttelton, N.Z. for Scott
Island

USNS CHATTAH000HEE departed Port Lyttelt.on, N.Z. at 2300
hours for McMurdo Sound

TJSS STATEN ISLAND departed Port L4yttelton , N.Z. at 2200
hours for McMurdo Station

USS GLACIER departed Port Ltte1ton, N.Z. at 2200 hours
for McMurdo Station. RADM J. R. Reedy embarked

USNS MIRFAK departed Port Lytte1ton, N.Z. for McMurdo Station

HMNZS ROTOITI arrived in Dunedin, N.Z.

Twenty-one LC-13OF Byrd Station turn-arounds completed to
date. Six Hallett Station LC-130F turn-arounds completed
to date

First LC-130F fly-in to Eights Station arrived. Eights
Station established

Three Battalion personnel deployed to Eights Station to
erect Fawin Dome. and tower

COMNAVSUPPFOR, Antarctica, RADM D. M. Tyree, USN, departed
Christchurch at 1700 hours in an C.-1213 enroute to McMurdo
Station

USOGC EASTIVIND encountered ice pack at 63-235/178-OOE today

Automatic weather station at Scott Island installed

COMNAVSUPPFOR, Antarctica, RADM D. M. Tyree, arrived McMurdo
Station at 0224 hours

USS EDISTO departed Port Lyttelton, N.Z. at 2200 hours

Campsite established in the Patuxent Mountains of the
Pensacola Range at 84-438/62-40W

HMNZS ROTOITI departed Dunedin, N.Z. enroute to Oceari Statiai
to relieve USS DURANT

RA]JM D. M. Tyree and RADM X. R. Reedy returned to Christ.-
church, N.Z. from McMurdo Station at 2112 hours

Note: All times are given in Greenwich Mean Time
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